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AN IDEALIZED MODEL FOR SERPENTINE TEXTURES AFTER OLIVINE
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AssrRAc"r

Olivine is well-known to alter to senpntine with
a c,harasteristic mesh or hourglass texture. Various
two-dimensional classifications of the textures have
pr€yiously been developed, with some explanation
in three-dimensiooal terms, but an extensive three-
dimensional model explains more features.

A fractured olivine crystal is represented ideally
as an orthogonally stacked assemblage of idettical
cubes. Apparent serpentine fibers are imagined de-
veloping simultaneously normal to all cube faces
at- a- uoiform rate, and either (1) developing until
3fl-pe otiving is gone, (2) replacing tbe olivin--e only
half-way in from the surface, and (3) subsequentli
replacing the olivine teft in (2) by randomly oriented
fine-grained serpentine. Sections are taken so that
the.normal to the plane of the section lies aloag
various directions relative to the slmmetry elements
of the cube. Case 1 produces hourglass textures with
minor mesh textures;. case 2 produces mesh tex_
tures, mainly with olivine mesh centers and some
minsl hgurglass textures; case 3 produces mesh
tcxtures, mainly with isotropic mesh centers and
some. minor hourglass textures. Although these
id€afized t€xtur€s cannot be expected to cJnespond
directly to observed textures, they tead to an under-
standine and possible explanation of many of the
otserved textures, and show the importance of the
third dimensioo ia thin-5ection studiis of serpentine
texfures.

Souuene

Cest bien connu, I'olivine se traDsforme en ser_
pentine avec utre texture maillfu ou en sablier oui
hri est propre. On a d6jb 61abor6 diff6rentes sortes de
textures en deux rtimensions, accompagn€es d,ex_
plicatlons en termes tridimensionnel", -ui, une ma-
quette permet de d6finir plusieurs autres traits.

Un cristal d'olivine fractur6 est repr6sent€, de
faqon !!6ale, .par un empilement o.ihoeooai d"
subes identiques. Les fibres apparentes di serpen-
lino semblent se d6velopper simultan6ment, noimals
a toutes les faces du cube i. une vitesse uniforme,
ot soit (1) se d€veloppant jusqu'b ce qu,il n'y aii
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plus d'olivine, (2) en remplagant I'olivine jusqu'l
mi-chemin de la surface et (3) par remplacement
subs6quent de I'olivine qui restait en (2) par de la
serpentine i efains fins sans orientation sp6cifique.
Des sections ont €*6 choisies de facoa l ce que
I'orientation de la nomal au plao de la section
soit dans plusieurs directions relatives aux 6l6ments
de sym6trie du cube. Ir premier casr produit des
textures en sablier accompagn€es de petites tex-
tures maill6es; le deuxidme cas ,produit de textures
maill6es contenant principalement des @ntres
maillds d olivine et de petites textures en sablier;
enfin le troisidme cas produit des textures mailldes
avec, principalement, des centres maill€s isotropi-
ques et quelques petites teffures en sablier. Bien
que ces textures id6alis6es tre peuvent correspondre
directement aux t€xtures obseryEes, elles nous aident
i comprendre et I exptquer les diverses textures
observ6es, et elles d6montrent I'importance de la
troisidme dimensioa dans les 6tudes en lames min-
ces des textures de serpentine.

Cfraduit Dar la R6daction)

INrnopuctroN

Serpentine pseudomorphs after olivine have
long been recognized in thin section by their
characteristic mesh and hourglass textures.
Either an idealized square e1 lsslilinsar mdel
has been used for the description of these tex-
tures (Selfridge 1936; Francis 1956; Deer et al.
1962; Klinkhammer & Rost 1967), or else a more
realistically shaped, irregular model (fertsch
1922; Klinkhammer 1962; Klinkhammer & Rost
1967; Coats 1968). Although these two-dimen-
sional models are descriptively useful, it must be
remembered that textures are three-dimensional
structures which we happen to study two-dimen-
sionally though the use 6f thin sections, and
only Selfridge (1936) and Klinkharnmer (1962)
have made a limited study of the effect of tle
third dimension. It is difficult to appreciate tully
the third dimension in normal thin-section stu-
dies, and such an appreciation is made even
more difficult if a two-dimensional rectilinear
model is used, as this subtly forces the observer
to forget the effect of the third dimension and to
interpret all features in twodimensional tormr.
Although no idealized three-dimensional model
will reproduce the exact texfures'in thin sections,
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such a model leads to a much clearer insight
into the nature and inter-relationships of the
textures'observed. It is the purpose of this paper
to develop and analyze such a three-dimensional
model.

Pnnvrous Sruprns eNp CunnnNr Tenvrnorocy

Olivine readily alters to serpentine along
grain boundaries and fractures to produce a
characteristic texfure which in thin 5scti.r rr-
pears as an irregular tessellation of polygonil
cells. Each cell has a central zone composed of
relict olivine (Fig. la) or of serpentine (Fig. 1b).
An outer zone of apparently fibrous serpentine
surrounds the central zone and is itself sur-
rounded by the site of the original fractures or
grain boundaries. The apparent fiber axes of the
serpentine of the outer zone are aligned approx-
imately at right angles to the trace of the orig-
inal fracture. On the other side of the site of
tho fracture, the sequence is repeated in reverse
into the central zone of the next cell. In this pa-
per we will call this assemblage of cells mesh
texture, the central zone of each cell a mesh
center, the outer zl.ne a mesh rim, and the site
of the original fracture the central parting of the
mesh rim. The term mesh rim usually includes
the outer zone of adacent cells on either side of
the central parting (Fig. 1a). In previous descrip-
tions the mesh rim has been called a vein by du
Rietz (1935) and Selfridge (L936); a ribbon or
band (Biind) by Tertsch ,(1922), Aaeel (1930)
and many others; a frame, framework or com-
mon framework fiber @ahmen, gemeine Rah-
menfaser) by Angel (1930), Rost (1959), Klink-
hanmei (1962) and, Hochstetter (1965); a collar
by Francis (1956); or mesh wall, chrysotile wall
(Maschenwand, Chrysotilwand) by Angel (1964),
to mention only a few. The mesh center has
been called a field (Feld) by Tertsch (1922); a
mesh field (Maschenfeld) by Gees (1956); an
inner field (Tnnenfeld) by Klinkhammer (1962)
and Hochstetter (1965); or a core by Francis
(L956),Deer et al. (1962) and Grubb (1962).

In the series of mesh texfures studied in de-
tail by Wicks & Whittaker (1977) n associa-
tion with this study, the mesh rims were found
to range from 0.01 to O.30 mm wide and aver-
age 0.07 mm. The mesh cells examined range
from 0.05 to 0.56 (nm across from parting to
parting, and average 0.27 mrn.

The descriptive classification of these tex-
tures has evolved through the work of Tertsch
(1922), Angel (1930), du Rietz (1935), Selfridge
(1936), Francis (1956), Gees (1956), Rost
(1959), Deer et al. (1962), Klinkha66sr (1962),
Hochstetter (1,965) and Triiger (1969). In this

classification, the serpentine minerals are dis-
tinguished by the optical characteristics along
the apparent fiber axis: length-fast apparent fi-
bers (negative elongation) are called o-se{pen-
tine and length-slow apparent fibers (positive
elongation) are called 7-serpentine (fertsch
1,922). Because of the apparently fibrous char-
acter of these materials, the terms chrysotile-a
and chrysotile-7 (Chrysotil-a and ChrysotilT,
Gees 1956; Tr,iiger 1969) and X-fiber and Z-
fiber (X-Faser and Z-Faser, Rost 1959; Triiger
1969) have been used. Ilowever, 1tris is mislead-
ing as Wicks & Zussman (L975) have shown that
a-serpentine is usually fizardite and not truly
fibrous, and 7-serpentine, can be chrysotile,
lizardite, or antigorite, with the last two not be-
ing truly fibrous. Therefore, it is recommended
that the less specific terms, @-serpentine and 7-
serpentine, first proposed by Tertsch (L922), be
used.

In Tertsch's (1922) description, two types of
textures were distinguished, namely window-
structure (Fensterstrukilur) with rims of cu-ser-
pentine and centers of 7-serpentine, and rnesh-
structure (Maschenstruktur) with rims of y-ser-
pentine and centers of a-serpentine. Other terms,
such as net-serpentine ,(Netzserpentin, Gees
1956; Peters 1963) and trellis, or lattice-serpen-
tine (Gitterserpentin), also have been used. The
latter term was originally used to describe ser-
pentine after amphibole (Weigand 1875) and
pyroxene (Angel 1930), but was later applied to
antigorite after serpentine mesh textures (Gees
1956) and serpentine after olivine (du Rietz 1935;
Rost 1959). Of these descriptive terms, only
mesh texture (Francis 1956) or mesh structure
(Deer et aI. t962) are in general use in the Eng-
lish literature.

Detailed as Tertsch's descriptions are, anoma-
lies appear when his descriptions are applied to
se4lentine textures from a large number of loca-
lities such as those upon which the present study
is based (Wicks & Whittaker 1977). Mesh
centers are not uniforrrly of opposite elonga-
tion to the mesh rims, nor indeed are they of
any single characteristic type. Although the two
types of mesh rims, c-serpentine and yserpen-
tine, generally show little variation between sam-
ples, rnesh centers show a wide variation. Mesh
centers can be composed of either or both cu-
and y-serpentine apparent fibers, in a single
orientation or several orientations, including a
regular hourglass configuration (Fig. 1c). The
birefringence of the mesh centers varies, but is
usually lower than the birefringence of the mesh
rims (Fig. 1c). In some cases the mesh cente$
may show no apparent fiber direction, and may
be isotropic (Fig. 1b). The term serpophite was
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Flc. 1. (a) a-selpentine (lizardite l?) mesh texture with olivine mesh cen-
ters, C. The mesh rims, R, are composed of a-selpentine and contain a
central parting, P, that marks the site of the original fracture in the
olivine. A mesh cell, MC, is defined as the volume contained within ad-
jacent partings. Sample lB67-201, Murray Ridge, British Columbia.
Compare with Figure 7c, case 2, (b) a-serpentine (lizardite ITJ and
brucite mesh texture with isotropic se4rentine (lizardite lT) mesh cen-
ters. Sample 18508, GIen Urquhart, Scotland. Compare the mesh cells in
the top left corner with Figure 6a, case 3. (c) a-serpentine (lizardite 1T)
mesh texture with a-serpentine (lizardite l?) hourglass mesh centers.
Sample N-lllA-2, Normandie mineo Quebec. (d) a-serpentine (lizard-
ite l?) mesh texture with the vertical central partings filled with y-
serpentine. Sample N-ltlA-2. Normandie mine. Compare the case 3
form without the ?-serpentine in the central partings with Figure 5b,
case 3. AII under crossed nicols. Bar represents 0.2 mm.
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proposed by Lodochnikov (1933) to describe
such isotropic serpentine, and it has been sug-
gested that it is amorphous, but Wicks & Zuss-
man (1975) have shown it to be composed of
randomly oriented fine-grained lizardite 1T or,
less commonly, of a Tizardite plate viewed down
the z axis. Mesh eenters of red-brown "bowling-
ito" or "iddingsite" have also been observed by
Francis (1956) and Mattson (1964), but the
mineralogy of these is discussed in Wicks &
Whittaker (1977). The development of mesh
centers after olivine through several stages of
grofih, often leading to the development of
antigorite, has been desgribed by du Rietz (1935),
Gees (1956), and Peters (1963), but as the iden-
tifications are based on optical criteria rather
than X-ray diffraction criteria, it is not possible
to correlate them with the microbeam X-ray
camera results.

Because the mesh centers display such a va-
riation, it is best to modify Tertsch's terminology
so that mesh textures are characterized solely by
the optical orientation of the serpentine in the
mesh rims vrithout reference to the optical orien-
tation of the serpentine in the mesh centers. Thus
it is recommended that the term a-serpentine
mesh texture be used to refer to all mesh tex-
tures with mesh rims of o-serpentine, and con-
versely, 7-serpentine mesh texture be used to
refer to all mesh textures with mesh rims of 7-
serpentine.

Even though mesh rims usually display less
variation than mesh centers, some confusion can
arise in defining exactly what makes up a mesh
rim. The site of the original fracture in the oli-
vine may be marked as a simple parting (Fig. 1a),
or by a string of magnetite grains (Fig. 2d), or
by a narrow (sometimes discontinuous) zone of
isotropic or anisotropic serpentine (Fig. ld and
du Rietz 1935; Selfridge 1936; Gees 1956).
Where this serpentine is anisotropic, it often has
a fiber elongation opposite to that of the mesh
rim lying on either side of it. If it is very thin
it can be ignored and the .mesh texture can be
characterized by the elongation of the apparent
fibers in the main part of the mesh rim. Some-
times it is obviously a later chrysotile vein that
has followed a plane of weakness, and again can
be ignored in discussion of the mesh textures.
Occasionally, however, there appear to be two
partings with an intermediate zone between them
having the same elongation as the mesh rims to
either side. Since Francis (1956) described mesh
rims as bipartite veins because the central part-
ing divided them into two parts (Fig. la), Coats
(1968) suggested the term tripartite veins to de-
scribe these rims with two partings (Fig. 2a).
Rims containing three partings also occur and

have been called compound mesh rims. In these
the zone that surrounds the mesh center is it-
self surrounded by a second zone (of opposite
elongation) so that in going from one mesh
center to the next, fout zones are encountered,
two at each side of the original parting (Fig.
2b). These can be called the outer rim, adjacent
to the central parting, and the inner rim, adja-
ceDt to the mesh center, and are equivalent to
the outer framework (Aussenrahmen) and inner
framework Qnnenrahmen) of Rost (1959), or
the complex wall formation (komplexen Wand-
bau) of Angel (1964). Still greater complexity
arises in the rare cases where mesh rims contain
more than three partings.

Mesh cells can vary considerably in both size
and shape from one thin section to another, and
even within a singls thin section. Coats (1968)
has described mesh textures as symmetric (Fig.
1d) or asymmetric (Fig. 2c) depending on the
shape and regularity of the development of in-
dividual mesh cells. Francis (1956) used the
term banded or curtain-like growth to describe
sets of bipartite veins sub-paraliel to a single
direction so that no distinct mesh structure ap-
pears (Fig. 2d). The term B[nderSerpentinit is
used by Klinkhammer (1962), trIochstetter
(1965), and Triiger (L969) to describe this fea-
ture, although the term Biinder was also used
by earlier researchers to describe mesh rims
Cfertsch 1922; Gees 1956).

The textures that have commonly been de-
scribed as hourglass textures or hourglass struc-
tures (Tertsch 1922; Angel 193O; Deer et aI.
1962; Hochstetter 1965; Triiger 1969) have
usually been mesh textures having an hourglass
mesh center (Fig. 1c). The cross-mesh (Kreuz-
maschen) described by Rost (1956), Klinkham-
mer (1962) and Klinkharnmer & Rost (1967) is
similar, and a texture formed after pyroxene
was also described as hourglass texture by Self-
ridge (1936). Ilowever, there also exists what
may be described as a pure hourglass texture in
which there are no mssfo lims surrounding the
"hourglasses". This can be considered as cor-
responding to a regular mesh texture in which
the mesh rims continue inwards until they meet
at the grain center, so that no rnesh center is
present (Fig. 3a). Such textures have been illus-
trated by Klinkhammer (1962, his Fig. 16), but
not discussed. In some pure hourglass textures
studied in detail by wicks & whittaker (t977')
the hourglass cells ranged from O.12 to 0.60 m'm
across from parting to parting, with an average
of 0.39 mm. These various features and their
relationship to one another will be discussed in
terms of an idealized three dimensional model.

Wicks & Zussman (1975), by use of a micro-
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Flc. 2. (a) Tripartite a-s€lpentrne (lizardite 17) mesh rim. Sample 18508,
Glen Urquhart Scotland. Compare with Fieure 5c, section 3. (b) Mesh
texturo with compound mesh rims of ?-serpentine (antigorite) adjacent
to the central parting, and c-se{pentine (lizardite l7) between the ?-ser-
pontine zone and the isotropic serpentine (lizardite 1?) mesh centers,
Sample 03-69-284-1, Fox River, Manitoba. (c) z-serpentine (chrysotile
2M.1 mesh texture with isotropic serpentine, d-serpentine and ?-serpen-
tine (all intimately associated chrysotile ZMa andlizardite 17) in the mesh
centeni. Sample 18501, Pipe Iake mine, Manitoba. (d) a-serpentine
(izardite 1?) banded $owth or curtarn texture. The central partings lie
vertically, and in places contain magnetite lenses. The apparent fibers
ruq from left to rieht. Sample 18506, Setting Lake, Manitoba. Compare
witl Figure 5c, section 2. All under crossed nicols. Bar represents 0.2 mm.
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Frc. 3, (a) 7-serpentine (antigorite) hourglass texture. Sample 18558, Knee
I-ake, Manitoba. Compare with Figures 5c and 6b, both case 1. (b) a-
serpentine (izardite 1T) hourglass texture and mesh texture with isotro-
pic serpentine (lizardite l7) in the mesh center. Sample AG67-35b, Jef-
frey mine, Quebec. Compare with Figure 5a, section 2. All under
crossed nicols. Bar represents 0.2 mm.

45r

beam X-ray diffraction camera, have shown that
a-serpentine mesh and hourglass textures are
composed of lizardite 1T, whereas 7-serpentine
mesh and hourglass textures may be composed
of antigorite, chrysotile, or lizardite 1T. They
also found that the serpentine in many of these
textures is only "apparently fibrous", chrysotile
alone being truly fibrous. Further mineralogical
details are discussed in Wicks & Whittaker
(1977).

AN Ipperrzeo TrnpB-DnvrENsIoNAL MopBr-

The simplest three-dimensional model of a
fractured olivine crystal is an assemblage of
orthogonally stacked identical cubes, each of
which represents a fracture fragment of the crys-
tal. Serpentine can be imagined developing at
rigbt argles to, and simultaneously on, each cube
face, rqilacing olivine at a uniform rate and at
a constant volume. The serpentine is assumed to
be either fibrous, or "apparently fibrous", with
the fibers at right angles to the cube faces. The
serpentine developing inward from any given
cube face will be limited by that developing in-
ward from the four adjacent cube faces. If the
serpentinization continues uniformly until all
the olivine is replaced, the intersection of the

boundaries between the serpentine developed
inward from each cube face will be the body-
center of the cube. This type of serpentinization
will be called case 1 (Fig. 5a). It is also possible
that the serpentinization of the olivine will stop,
leaving a central core of unaltered olivine (case
2, Fig, 5a). Such a central core may then con-
ceivably be replaced by serpentine in a subse-
quent episode. If the material so produced is a
mass of randomly oriented fine-grained serpen-
tine, the situation will be called case 3 (Fig. 5a).
It is also possible, of course, that in the sub-
sequent episode the core will be replaced by
oriented serpentine just as the whole cube was
in case 1. This possibility is not illustrated sepa-
rately, as it may be readily visualizsd as an in-
sertion of the appropriate diagrams of case I
into the cores of case 2. There are many otler
combinations that could be proposed, but the
three cases defined above provide sufficie,nt
variation for the pu4roses of this discussion.

It may be assumed that the randomly oriented
serpentine in the central zone in case 3 will ap-
pear isotropic. The parallel "apparent fibers"
developed in from the cube faces will display
their greatest birefringence in sections that cut
them parallel to the fiber axis and they will be
isotropic in sections at right angles to the fiber
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is about ten times as great. A system of mutually
perpendicular axes r, y and z is chosen parallel
to the cube edges, with the origin of the system
at the body-center of one cube (Fig. a). Any
plane that passes through the cube can then be
defined in terms of its distance from the origin
and of the angles 0 aad $, where d is the angle
between z and the normal to the plane, and { is
the angle between y and the projection of the
normal on the ry plane (Fig. 4). Because of the
symmetry of the cube, only one octant need be
exatnined. Different kind5 sf sections are ob-
tained depending on the direction of the section
normal with respect to the various symmetry
elements of the cube; to ensure that all kinds of
sections are considered, the normal is placed on
each sy,mmetry element in turn, and finally in
a general orientation.

The series of sections illustrated in Figures 5
Frc. 4. Coordinate axes and angular coordinates lo- to 7 were developed by descriptive geometry.

cated with respect to an idealized nnit cube of Each section is defined io t"rmr 
^of 

O unC 6, and
olivine imagined to be bounded by fracture planes by the symmetry element (if any) on which the
ftom which se4rntine may proceed inwards' section normal lies. The heavy lines in the draw-

ings represent the site of the original fractures
axis. In the latter position the serpentine will in the olivine, and thin lines represent boundaries
appear to be featureless, but in all sections where between serpentine in different orientations, or
the angle between the section and the "apparent between serpentine and olivine. The shapes of
fiber" axis is not near 90o the serpentine will the texfural units, bounded by the heavy lines,
appqu to be fibrous and have intermediate bire- reflect the symmetry of the symrnetry element
fringence. Thus in this model, isotropic serpen- with which the section normal is in coincidence.
tine can be either randomly oriented serpentine The sections that pass through the cube so
or parallel "apparent fibers" seen end-on, and that the section normal lies along the 4-fold
there is no optical criterion to distinguish which (d=Oo, + indeterminate) or 2-fold axes (0=45",
type is present in any given section. C:0') are characterized by 4-fold symmetry

The various different two-dimensional tex- and square outlines, or 2-fold symmetry and rec-
tures that may be expected in thin sections of tangular outlines, respectively (Figs. 5a and c).
idealized models of the above three cases may These are, in fact, the kinds of diagrams most
be analyzqd in terms of the orientation of the frequently used to depict mesh and hourglass
plane of the section to the edges of the cubes, textures (Francis 1956; Deer et al. 1962), Simi-
and it is assumed that the thickness of the thin larly, a section with its normal along the 3-fold
section is small compared with the size of the axis '(0=54"44', +=45") has 3-fold symmetry
cube, so that it can be approximated by a math- and equilateral triangles alone (section 1), or
ematical plane. This is usually justified since the regular hexagons and equilateral triangles (sec-
section is 30 pm thick and the average cell sizc tion 3), or a mixture of two sizes of equilateral

FIGs,5-7. The appearances expected in sections at different distances from the origin are necessarily shown
rn separate diagrams, although in practice the random sizes of fracture cells will lead to their being
mixed witlin a given specimen. For convenience of drawing, the appearances expected from the three
types of se4rentinization are combined in each diagran, although io practice these will tend to occur in
different specimens. The heavy lines represent the sites of fractures in the origrnal olivine, and the thin
lines represent boundaries between serpentine in different orientations, or between serpentine and
olivine. Sections normal to symmetry axes of the cube (Figs. 5a, 5c and 6c) give rise to qualitatively
different appearance.s, depending on their distances from the origin, and two or three different sec-
tions are therefore shown. In other cases, the section cuts successive cells at different distances from
the origirU and the various possible appearances develop (and are shown) successively along one section.
In all such cases, the direction through successive cells of one case is indicated by the arfow adjacent
to the case label. Some sections perpendicular to tho 3-fold axis of the cube have features in common
among ttre three cases, and in Figure 6c these are not drawn separately, so that some parts of these
diagrams belong to the sequence of appearances belonging to different cases.
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triangles and hexagons with two unequal sets of
edges (section 2) depending on the distance of
the section from the origin (Fig. 6c).

When the section normal-lies on the axial

mirror plane, the textural units have rectangular
outlines and bilateral symmetry (Fig. 5b), and
aro intermediate between the sections at the 4-
fold axis and the 2-fold axis. The textures in sec-
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tions whose normal lies on the diagonal mirror
plane are more complex. If the nonnal lies be-
tween the 4-fold and the 3-fold rotation axes,
tle textural u nits are characterized by isosceles
triangles with each of the two equal sides shorter
than the third side, and by rhombs and penta-
gons - ail with bilateral symmetry (Figs. 7a
and b). Those that lie between the 3-fold and
2-fold rotation axes are chatactet'tzBd by isos-
celes triangles with each of the two equal sides
longer than the third side, trapeaa and irregular

hexagons with bilateral sy,mmetry (Figs. 6a
and b).

The only other texture that can be developed
is one in which the section normal does not lie
on a symmetry element. This texture is charac-
terized by scalene triangles, rhombs, tr:apezia,
and irregular pentagons and hexagons -with no
symmetry (Fig. 7c).

Two types of textures, mesh and pwe hour-
glass, are present in these sections. However,
case 1, whioh might be intuitively associated

e = 4 8 "  0 = 2 7 "

Case t  Cases 2&3

e  = 5 4 " ! 4 "  0 = ! 5 '

Case I  Cases  2&3

s = 5 0 '  0 = 3 4 '

Frc. 6. Sections with normals on tle diagonal mir-
ror plane, and lying between ttre 2-fold and 3-
fold axes. (a) at 0=48", Q:27" and (b) at B=
50", e:34". (c) Section witl normal along the
3-fold axis. 0-54o4', O-45".c

Case I

Case 3
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with pure hourglass texture, does not always metry element, any given textural shape will be
produce this texture. Mesh textures are produced recognizable before giving way to another shape.
in most sections in which the section normal lies An arbitrary value of c of 5o was chosen for
along a 4-fold axis,(Fig. 5a, section 2) or nearly purposes of calculation.
so (Figs. 5b and 7b). Conversely, although case lf a sphere, with a diameter equal to the cube
2 or case 3 might be expected to be associated edge, is imagined lying within the cube so that
with mesh texture, each can in fact produce a the center of the sphere is at the body-center of
Iimited amount of pure hourglass texture in sec- tho cube, each of the textural shapes related to
tions in which the normal is along a 2-fold axis the rotation axes will occur with a frequency
(Fig. 5c, section 2) or nearly so (Fig. 7c). In proportional to the area of a circle, of ladius c,
classifying textures as mesh or pure hourglass, on the surface of the sphere. Similarly, tle tex-
the many smaller triangular configurations that tural shapes related to the planes of symmetry
occur iu both textures have been disregarded. will be represented by the area of a zone, of

In order to estimate the frequency of occur- half width o, about the trace of the mirror plane,
rence of these two types of texture produced in less the areas of the circles representing the ro-
the three cases, it is necessary to decide over tation axes. Other textural shapes whose section
what range, measured as the angle (o) of diver- normals do not lie on symmetry elements will
gence of the section normal from a given sym- be represented by the area of the surface of the

o  = 3 6 '  0  = 1 5 '

Case t  Caseg 2&3

0 : ? 9 '  0  = 2 8 .

Case I  Cases 2d3

O = 2 0 '  0  = { 5 '

Case I  Cases 2&3

Flc. 7. Sections with normals on tle diagonal mir-
ror plane, and lying between the 3-fold antl 4.
fold axes. (a) at 0=36", Q-45o and (b) at d=
2O", e-45o. (c) Section in general orientation.
0-29o, Q=28o.
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TABLE 'I. PERCENTAGES OF THE VARIOUS TEXTURES

SJmetry el ment
contaJn lng  the
sec t lon  nomal

To I  e rance
F lg .  No.  " , !  a t  50 Case l

l lain Texture Type

Case 2  Case 3

4-ax i  s mesh and mesh
minor  hourg lass

3-ax l  s ' |  
.5 hourg l  ass mesh and mesh and

sone I ass some

2-ax i  s 2 . 3 hourg l  a  ss mesh and mesh and
sone hourg lass  some hourg lass

a x i a l  m - p l a n e
(between 4- and 2-axes)

d iagona l  m-p lane
(betveen 2-  and 3-axes)  6a ,  6b hourg l  a  ss

d iagona l  m-p lane
(between 4-  and 3-axes)  7a ,  7b 2 4 . 2  h o u r g l a s s  a n d

mesh
mesh and mesh and
some hourg lass  some hourg lass

37 .0 hourg  lass mesh and nesh and
some hourg lass  some hourg lass

remainder of the sphere. Because of the sym-
metry of the cube, only fhe surface of the sphere
lying within an octant of the cube need be
examined.

Tho results Clable 1) show that textural
shapes corresponding to the section norrnals ly-
ing along the symmetry axes of the cube will
occur very infrequently. The textural shapes
co[esponding to the section normals lying along
the mirror planes occur with reasonable fre-
quency, but the textural shapes whose section
normals do not correspond to any symmetry ele-
ment occur with the greatest frequency. Know-
ing the frequency of occurrence of the various
ideal textural shapes, it is possible to see what
effect is expected from the three different cases
of serpentine growth on the development of
mesh and pure howglass textures.

Tbe case I alteration (unintemrpted serpen-
tine growth from cube face to body-center) pro-
duces pure hourglass textures with subordinate
mesh textures in some sections (,Figs. 5a and b,
7b). Case 2 alteration .(relict olivine core) pro-
duces mesh texture with mesh centers formed
mainly of olivine, but with some of them formed
of serpentine with variable birefringence (Fig.
5b). Only a very few mesh centers have isotropic
serpentine (Fig. 5a). Pure hourglass textures are
present in some sections (Figs. 5c, and 7b, c),
but are not plentiful. Case 3 alteration (random
serpentine core) produces results similar to case
2, but with isotropic serpentine mesh centers
instead of olivine.

DrscussroN AND CoNcLUsroNs

Although the results from the idealized cube
model cannot be applied directly to an observed
textureo they can be used as a basis for interpret-
ing the observed features. A eomparison of the
photomicrographs in Figures 1,2 and 3 with the
idealized textures in Figures 5, 6 and 7 shows
that actual textures can be found that resemble
the idealized ones, although the long-range repe-
tition of the idealized textures over many tex-
tural units does not occur in nature, of course,
because the fractures in the olivine are not like-
ly to occur either at regular intervals, or at equal
intervals on the different fracture planes.

The mesh rims in the idealized textures are
commonly bipartite as described by Francis
(1956). Figure 5c, section 3, offers an explana-
tion for the tripartite mesh rims noted by Coats
(1968), and Figure 5c, section 2, offers an ex-
planation for nultipartite rims. The various sec-
tions through flre idsalized model show that both
symmetrical textural units (Figs. 5, 6, 7a and
7b) and asymmetrical textural units (fig. 7c) are
formed even if the starting form is a cube. Thus,
both the symmeu'ical and asymmetrical mesh
cells noted by Coats (1968) can be expected.
Any variation away from the cube model would
produce even more asymmetrical mesh cells, so
that asymmetrical mesh cells can be expected as
the rule and the highly symmetrical mesh cells as
the exception.

Francis (1956) attributed the development of
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banded or curtain growth of a-serpentine (Fig.
2d) to shearing during or after serpentinization,
but there is another possible explanation. The
textures developed when the section normal lies
on the 2-fold rotation axis (Fig. 5c, section 2)
are similar to the banded growth or curtain-like
textures observed by Francis (1956). A rectang-
ular olivine model would develop more convinc-
ing banded growth, but if growth of serpentine
was limited to two pairs of cube faces instead
of all three pairs, then most of the idealized sec-
tions would show a form of banded growth.
Thus, banded growth and curtain-like textures
may reflect the fracture pattern of the olivine
and thus the structural environment of the oli-
vine before, rather than during or after, serpen-
tinization.

Consideration of the theoretical textures helps
to explain a difficulty encountered in micro-
beam-camera studies of lizardite mesh textures.
A pattern of lizardite with its crystallographic
z axis parallel to the X-ray microbeam was not
recorded in rnore than one hundred exposures
of mesh centers in the earlier part of the work
(Wicks & Zussman L975). ln ter,ms of the ideal-
ized model, lizardite plates develop on the cube
faces with their crystallographic z axis parallel
to the 4-fold axis, and a mesh center of section
2, Figure 54 in any of the three cases should
therefore give an X-ray pattern of this type.
Table 1 ilustrates the absolute rarity of sec-
tions perpendicular to the 4-fold axis, and ex-
plains why a substantial nurnber of specimens
had been investigated for such sections without
success. The difficulty really arose from the
fact that those sections had been chosen for in-
vestigation from specimens exhibiting many iso-
tropic serpentine mesh centers (Fig. 1b). These
were inevitably of case 3, and therefore only a
minority of those selected would, in fact, consist
of lizardite in the orientation sought. By trans-
ferring attention to samples of case 2 with many
olivine centers, any isotropic serpentine mesh
center should be of the required type (Fig. 5a,
section 2), and when this was done an example
was soon found (Fig. 3b).

Thus, although the idealized textures cannot
be expected to duplicate those found in nature,
they provide illumination as to the nature, and
inter-relationship, of features that are actually
observed.
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